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www.amazon.com

With fall winding down
and the gray tones of
winter setting in, Lime Crime offers
a way to keep color at the forefront.
Its Magic Dust ultra-pigmented eye
shadow lets you make as bold a
statement as you’d like — from a
subtle wash to a vivid, head-turning
glittery glam look. With names like
Dragon Scales, Cupcake Thief and
Mischief Managed (for all the Harry
Potter fans out there), Lime
Crime’s line will undoubtedly
brighten the dull days to come. The
16 shades are available at www.
limecrimemakeup.com for $14
each.

‘MY BEAUTIFUL DARK
TWISTED FANTASY’

Kanye West’s albums have always been
personal, but on his awesome new
album, My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy (due
out Nov. 22), West’s vulnerability is his biggest
weapon. “Power” is a scathing reassurance
(perhaps to himself) that West’s conﬁdence is
still intact, while songs like “Gorgeous” and
“Lost in the World” search for beauty in a world
that gets uglier every day. On the stunning
“Runaway” West confesses, “I’m gifted at ﬁnding what I don’t like the most.” Clearly, though,
West is just as gifted at ﬁnding what music fans
love as well. There isn’t anything close to a bad
track on his Fantasy — the emotion and talent run high. ($11.99 at www.amazon.com)
— Troy L. Smith

www.lucywainwright
roche.com
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ALISON TYNE
PHOTOGRAPHY

In her Etsy bio,
Rochester photographer Alison Tyne says she’s a
restless person who spends a
lot of time daydreaming.
That’s deﬁnitely evident in her
breathtaking “Dream” series.
The photos, as Tyne puts it,
combine “origami, masks,
magic and whimsy.” The
prints are available in a variety of sizes, and prices range
from $15 to $50. Check out
her work at www.etsy.com/
shop/AlisonTyne or www.alisontyne.com
— Sara J. Hickman-Himes

MICHAEL JACKSON’S VISION

It may have been a coincidence that MTV emerged at the same time Michael Jackson
was becoming a pop icon, but it was indeed a blessing for both. The latest release from
Jackson’s estate shows just how
visually creative the King of
Pop was. Michael Jackson’s
Vision (due out Nov. 22) presents the remastered complete collection of Jackson’s 35
short ﬁlms/videos. The highlight here is obviously “Thriller,”
but the set also includes the
extended versions of “Beat It,”
“Remember the Time,” “Black or
White” and others. It was a vision
like no other, detailed in its entirety on DVD for the ﬁrst time.
($27.99 at www.amazon.com)
www.amazon.com

rochester.metromix.com

— Sara J. Hickman-Himes
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Until last week, I’d never heard of
Lucy Wainwright Roche. I’ve long
been a fan of her brother
Rufus and her father Loudon, but I
never really knew there was another
singer in the family. And then I
saw the Indigo Girls perform in
Northampton, Mass. Wainwright
Roche was the opener, and her
endearing, awkward acoustic
charm stole the show. Her
voice is pure and crisp, and her
songwriting is simple and
catchy with a hint of humor.
With guest spots from Girlyman
and the Indigo Girls, as well as
her famous family members,
Wainwright Roche’s ﬁrst full-length
release, Lucy, is a magical piece of
work. Pick up the album at www.
amazon.com for $8.99, and be sure to
check out standout tracks “October” and
“Open Season.”

6

LIME CRIME
MAGIC DUST

www.etsy.com/shop/alisontyne

— Troy L. Smith
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GOOGLE MAPS, NOW WITH
PENGUINS!

Way back in 2007, Google launched
the street view function that allows
users to navigate virtual streets through their
interactive maps. However, they left the
inhabitants of Antarctica out of the mapping
revolution just because of their pesky lack of
streets. Google has ﬁnally rectiﬁed their
egregious error, complete with an adorable
penguin icon to drag around the map of Half
Moon Island in Antarctica. It may not be a
super helpful tool for navigating your way
around the frozen tundra, but it does offer
some breath-taking views and shows off
some of the natives. Take a tour around this
piece of Antarctica at http://bit.ly/9Lg5A3 or
type in “Antarctica” at maps.google.com.
— Sara J. Hickman-Himes
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OLIVIA MUNN

Munn has a lot going for
her these days. She is a
senior correspondent
for the always awesome The
Daily Show on Comedy
Central. She’s landed a
role on Perfect Couples, a romantic
comedy that will
premiere mid-season
on NBC. And she’s really,
really, really hot. Munn was
ranked in the top-10 on “Maxim’s Hot 100” for 2010. And her
recent, sexy spread in GQ shows
that Maxim knows its stuff. To top
it all off, Munn’s also an author.
Her book Suck It, Wonder Woman
is a fun read. Don’t let the title fool
you. It’s very intelligent and sexy
humor. For more on Munn, check
out www.oliviamunn.com.

UNHEARIT.COM
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“RADIOACTIVE”

Kings of Leon aren’t just basking in the spotlight; they’re
taking ownership of it. After ﬁnally breaking through with
their platinum-selling 2008 album Only by the Night, the
boys Followill are following things up with a bang. Their new single
“Radioactive” is a stadium anthem that makes their 2008 hit “Use
Somebody” sound like a barbeque sing-a-long. By the time the choir
chants come in during the closing chorus, you’re already more than
giddy about KOL’s new album Come Around Sundown, due Oct. 19.
Hear “Radioactive” at www.kingsoﬂeon.com.
— Troy L. Smith

Paramount Pictures
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— Sara J. Hickman-Himes

— Troy L. Smith

www.oliviamunn.com

The next time you get “I want my Golden Tan, Golden Tan, Golden Tan”
stuck in your head and you’ve tried everything short of bashing your
head against the wall to get it out, click on over to unhearit.com.
The folks behind the site have used what they call “the latest in reverseauditory-melodic-unstickiﬁcation technology” to set up a site chock full
of catchy
songs that
play at
random in
hopes of
dislodging
6 www.unhearit.com
the ditty
you can’t stop humming. Granted, all it really does is replace one
catchy tune with another equally catchy tune, but there are times
when picking the lesser of two evils really is the only option.

‘THE FIGHTER’ TRAILER

“You’re Micky Ward. You’re Micky Ward.” Those are the words
that close out the trailer to The Fighter. Mark Wahlberg has spent
the past several years bulking up, getting fat and bulking up
again to play the lead role in this highly anticipated Oscar-bait. Wahlberg
plays Ward, best known by boxing fans for his legendary trilogy of ﬁghts
against Arturo Gatti earlier this decade. Christian Bale is in as Ward’s
trainer/brother Dickie, a role that was attached at different times to Matt
Damon, Brad Pitt and
even Eminem. The
Massachusetts accents
are thick and the
inspiration is high.
The title could have
been better, but
The Fighter looks
like a true contender. See the trailer at
www.theﬁghtermovie.com.
— Troy L. Smith

2
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Apartment-issue
beige just not cutting
it? Spice up the walls
this fall with these grungeinspired vinyl wallpapers. The
designs, adapted from actual
photos taken around Norway,
range from simple, textural
concrete to colorful grafﬁti
prints. They’re available in
2-foot and 4-foot widths and
can be made in lengths up to
83 feet. The company can create rolls to speciﬁc requirements, lighten or
darken the paper and even add a speciﬁc color cast if requested. Prices start
sat $180 and vary depending on size purchased. Payments are made through
PayPal. Check out the designs and get more info at www.concretewall.no.
www.smittenkitchen.com

ndhon
ey.com
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SMITTEN KITCHEN

If you’ve ever thrown your hands up in
despair and thought, “There’s no way I
can make anything from scratch in
this tiny kitchen!” N.Y.C. blogger Deb
Perelman will prove you wrong. From her seriously tiny (42-square-foot tiny) kitchen with a
single counter, Perelman whips up everything
from simple cakes to grape focaccia bread with
rosemary. She also blogs about quick and easy
side dishes and posts tutorials and how-tos for
certain cooking techniques. Perelman steers
clear of super-expensive and rare (she calls
them “pretentious”) ingredients, so her recipes
can be made by anyone. Stop bemoaning your
tiny kitchen and check out her blog at smitten
kitchen.com.

5
— Sara J. Hickman-Himes
www.ultimateﬁghter.com

Nelly’s brand of
super-simple hip-hop
(see “Dilemma” or
“Hot in Herre”) ran its course in
the mid 2000s. However, these
days he’s primed for a comeback. The St. Louis rapper’s formula — soft lyrics and catchy hooks
— hasn’t changed, but it’s once again
become acceptable. After all, who’s
really a gangsta anymore? Nelly’s new
single, “Just a Dream”, is his biggest hit
in ﬁve years. The track is built on a
chorus that sticks in your head for days:
I was thinkin’ about her, thinkin’ about
me/Thinkin’ about us, what we gonna
be? It’s soft hip-hop, perfect for the fall
season. It’s getting brisk in herre. Check
it out at www.nelly.net (or just listen to
106.7 Kiss-FM for about 30 minutes).
— Troy L. Smith
www.amazon.com
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“JUST A DREAM”
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THE ULTIMATE FIGHTER: TEAM GSP VS. TEAM KOSCHECK

The UFC and Spike TV are back with the 12th installment of the successful reality show that helped mixed martial arts become one of the
fastest growing sports in the world. This season of The Ultimate Fighter
will focus on the lightweight division, with 28 guys competing for a six-ﬁgure
UFC contract. However, as is the case with past seasons, the main attractions
here are the rival coaches. Welterweight champion Georges St-Pierre will head
up one team with No. 1 contender Josh Koscheck taking control of the other. The
two will face off for the welterweight title at UFC 124 in December. Judging by the
ass kicking St-Pierre gave Koscheck three years ago, The Ultimate Fighter may
be Koscheck’s only chance at beating the champ. The new season airs at
10 p.m. Wednesdays on Spike.
— Troy L. Smith
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This newest venture from the quirky minds
at Smallthings Designs (www.small
thingsdesigns.com) combines their signature delicate metalwork with rough-hewn
agate. The one-of-a-kind pieces are super
eye-catching and made with durable, highquality sterling silver and gold, which
makes them perfect for everyday wear.
So whether you’re looking to complement that couture dress, or just keep
your neck from being bored at work,
Stone and Honey has you covered.
The agate pieces range from $105
to $195 and are available at
www.stoneandhoney.com.

www.concretewall.no

1

STONE AND HONEY

CONCRETE WALL
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‘BE MY THRILL’

www.amazon.com

Indie folk darlings The Weepies are back with their
fourth studio album, and they sound as sweet as ever.
A great antidote to the rock anthems and heavy hiphop beats of summer, Deb Talan and Steve Tannen have
ﬁlled Be My Thrill with songs that sound like lo-ﬁ throwbacks to ’60s and ’70s radio hits. The ﬁrst single, “I Was
Made for Sunny Days” is a bubbly, upbeat, feel-good love
song that inspires thoughts of dancing barefoot in the rain.
The rest of the album continues in that vein and is a solid
addition to the husband-and-wife duo’s repertoire and anyone’s music collection. Find out more
about the band at www.theweepies.com and pick up the album ($10.99) at www.amazon.com

— Sara J. Hickman-Himes

3

COMIC BOOK HEELS

Sometimes you want an everyday
comfortable shoe that you can buy for
$20 at Target, and sometimes you
want something spectacular and eye-catching
to pair with your latest little black dress. Well,
these hand-painted Comic Book Heels from
Jellyﬁsh Design Studio (www.studiojelly
ﬁsh.com) deﬁnitely fall into the latter category.
These conversation pieces will set you back
$229, but they’re super durable, decorated with
oil-based permanent paint that
holds up to the elements. Add to
that the bright yellow color
and sexy ankle strap, and
anyone can feel like a
superhero.

www.studijellyﬁsh.com

Provided by Warner Bros. Records

SEPTEMBER 10, 2010
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RAP GENIUS

RapGenius.com takes popular rap songs and decodes
them in a language that
even your grandmother could understand. If you’ve ever wondered what
Jay-Z’s “Izzo (H.O.V.A.)” is about —
“It refers to one of Jay-Z’s nicknames,
‘Hova,’ which stands for ‘Hustler of
Virginia’ (where Jay-Z claims he sold
a lot of drugs).” The site even decodes
wacky Lil Wayne lines such as I’m a
venereal disease like a menstrual
bleed. Through the pencil I leak on
the sheet of the tablet in my mind.
Rap Genius’ translation: “Like a
menstrual bleed, he leaks
blood through a pencil — not
onto a sheet of paper, but
onto a sheet of a tablet
that exists only in his
mind.” Yeah, I don’t
know how I missed
that one.
— Troy L. Smith

www.rapgenius.com

Things
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— Sara J. Hickman-Himes

‘CATALYST’ VIDEO

What always weeded
out Linkin Park from
the likes of Limp
Bizkit and Korn was the band’s
willingness to push boundaries.
For LP, it’s never been about
simply rapping over guitars
and turntables. It’s been
about reinvention. The video
for “Catalyst,” the ﬁrst
single from Linkin Park’s
forthcoming album, A Thousand Suns (due out Sept. 14), is a great
example. The song itself is a departure for the band, as it combines
Mike Shinoda’s hard-hitting rhymes and Chester Bennington’s soaring
voice with an off-beat electronic sample. The video is just as hypnotizing with its end-of-the-world theme and memorable imagery of
people ﬁghting against it. See it at www.linkinpark.com

rochester.metromix.com

— Troy L. Smith
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BIEBER X KANYE X RAEKWON

Admit it: There’s something about the remix to “Runaway Love,” the new Justin Bieber
track that features Kanye West and Raekwon. Rumors about the trio working together
have been on music sites for weeks, but the ﬁnal product, which leaked online recently, is still a huge surprise. The song has a 1990s vibe to it. Raekwon drops in at the beginning and end to spit his usual gritty rhymes over an old-school Wu-Tang sample, while Kanye
kills it in the middle. Still, it’s Bieber’s show. Moments after the song leaked, Bieber was, once
again, the lead trending topic on Twitter. Indeed, Bieber fever ain’t nothin’ to f’ wit.
— Troy L. Smith
Evan Agostini
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Indie folk darlings The Weepies are back with their
fourth studio album, and they sound as sweet as ever.
A great antidote to the rock anthems and heavy hiphop beats of summer, Deb Talan and Steve Tannen have
ﬁlled Be My Thrill with songs that sound like lo-ﬁ throwbacks to ’60s and ’70s radio hits. The ﬁrst single, “I Was
Made for Sunny Days” is a bubbly, upbeat, feel-good love
song that inspires thoughts of dancing barefoot in the rain.
The rest of the album continues in that vein and is a solid
addition to the husband-and-wife duo’s repertoire and anyone’s music collection. Find out more
about the band at www.theweepies.com and pick up the album ($10.99) at www.amazon.com
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comfortable shoe that you can buy for
$20 at Target, and sometimes you
want something spectacular and eye-catching
to pair with your latest little black dress. Well,
these hand-painted Comic Book Heels from
Jellyﬁsh Design Studio (www.studiojelly
ﬁsh.com) deﬁnitely fall into the latter category.
These conversation pieces will set you back
$229, but they’re super durable, decorated with
oil-based permanent paint that
holds up to the elements. Add to
that the bright yellow color
and sexy ankle strap, and
anyone can feel like a
superhero.
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RAP GENIUS

RapGenius.com takes popular rap songs and decodes
them in a language that
even your grandmother could understand. If you’ve ever wondered what
Jay-Z’s “Izzo (H.O.V.A.)” is about —
“It refers to one of Jay-Z’s nicknames,
‘Hova,’ which stands for ‘Hustler of
Virginia’ (where Jay-Z claims he sold
a lot of drugs).” The site even decodes
wacky Lil Wayne lines such as I’m a
venereal disease like a menstrual
bleed. Through the pencil I leak on
the sheet of the tablet in my mind.
Rap Genius’ translation: “Like a
menstrual bleed, he leaks
blood through a pencil — not
onto a sheet of paper, but
onto a sheet of a tablet
that exists only in his
mind.” Yeah, I don’t
know how I missed
that one.
— Troy L. Smith

www.rapgenius.com
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‘CATALYST’ VIDEO

What always weeded
out Linkin Park from
the likes of Limp
Bizkit and Korn was the band’s
willingness to push boundaries.
For LP, it’s never been about
simply rapping over guitars
and turntables. It’s been
about reinvention. The video
for “Catalyst,” the ﬁrst
single from Linkin Park’s
forthcoming album, A Thousand Suns (due out Sept. 14), is a great
example. The song itself is a departure for the band, as it combines
Mike Shinoda’s hard-hitting rhymes and Chester Bennington’s soaring
voice with an off-beat electronic sample. The video is just as hypnotizing with its end-of-the-world theme and memorable imagery of
people ﬁghting against it. See it at www.linkinpark.com
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BIEBER X KANYE X RAEKWON

Admit it: There’s something about the remix to “Runaway Love,” the new Justin Bieber
track that features Kanye West and Raekwon. Rumors about the trio working together
have been on music sites for weeks, but the ﬁnal product, which leaked online recently, is still a huge surprise. The song has a 1990s vibe to it. Raekwon drops in at the beginning and end to spit his usual gritty rhymes over an old-school Wu-Tang sample, while Kanye
kills it in the middle. Still, it’s Bieber’s show. Moments after the song leaked, Bieber was, once
again, the lead trending topic on Twitter. Indeed, Bieber fever ain’t nothin’ to f’ wit.
— Troy L. Smith
Evan Agostini
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When FX’s critically acclaimed The Shield ended
two years ago, cable television lost its trademark badass show.
Enter Sons of Anarchy. On the surface,
a story about a motorcycle gang might
seem cheesy. But this is no Wild Hogs.
Sons of Anarchy makes for riveting
television. The show, created by the
same people behind The Shield, intertwines elements of race, politics and
religion, and at the center of it all is the
idea of family. Can a biker gang built
on old-school values exist in a modern
world? Well, they made it through the
ﬁrst two seasons OK, but the third
should put them to the test as the guys
head overseas to Ireland. Season 3
premieres at 10 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 7.

‘F**K YOU’

www.c
eelog
reen.c
om

The new single from rapper/
singer Cee-Lo Green (one
half of Gnarls Barkley)
sounds like a 1960s Motown
record, and the message is
timeless. Cee-Lo, who just
went through a divorce, is
laying out how he feels
about the woman who
broke his heart: “I’m sorry
I can’t afford a Ferrari,” he
croons before bringing it home with
“I guess he’s an Xbox, and I’m more Atari. But
the way you play your game ain’t fair.” The song lyrics
are absolutely hilarious. It reminds me of Outkast’s “Hey Ya” in that
it becomes even better with repeat listens. The song is streaming
on YouTube and most hip-hop and indie-music sites.

New Yorker Tristan
Perich’s genius
new electronic
composition 1-Bit
Symphony
uses a
single
microchip to
perform the ﬁvemovement piece live when
you press play, instead of just
5
playing a recording. With the guts hardwired into a jewel case (each case is programmed by
Perich and hand-built), the listener plugs into the headphone jack mounted on the case. The one-bit electrical
circuit uses on and off electrical pulses to create music that
sounds like the Super Mario Brothers joined an orchestra. Pick
up a copy of 1-Bit Symphony for $29 at bangonacan.org. Find out
more about the album and listen to a sample at 1bitsymphony.com
ny.c
om

pho
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‘1-BIT SYMPHONY’

1bit
sym

If you’re a crafty person
looking for a low-cost
way to jazz up your
walls, then the blog Poppy Talk
has a perfect solution for you
— a tutorial on how to create
plaster letters. The DIY
project can easily be done
in any space, and the
tutorial shows you, step by
step, how to create letters
in the font and size of your
choice. (People who are
new to working with plaster
should stick to simpler sans
serif fonts at ﬁrst.) Check out
the tutorial and get crafty at
poppytalk.blogspot.com (search
for “plaster letters”).
poppytalk.blogspot.com
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DIY PLASTER LETTERS

— Sara J. Hickman-Himes

— Sara J. Hickman-Himes
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— Troy L. Smith

Frank Ockenfels/FX

‘YOU AGAIN’

— Sara J. Hickman-Himes

Walt Disney Pictures

Kristen Bell, Sigourney Weaver, Jamie
Lee Curtis, Cloris Leachman, Kristin
Chenowith and Betty White? You
Again, in theaters Sept. 24, basically stars my
dream cast. Marni (Bell) travels home for her
brother’s wedding and discovers, to her
horror, that he’s marrying her high school
arch-nemesis, Joanna (Odette Yustman). It turns out that Joanna’s aunt
Ramona (Weaver) is the high school
arch-nemesis of Marni’s mom, Gail
(Curtis). Yes, guys, it does seem to
be the ultimate chick ﬂick. However, with a trailer full of slapstick
comedy and hilarious one-liners —
the best delivered by Grandma Bunny
(White) — it could also prove to be the
best comedy of the fall. Check out the
trailer at www.youagain-themovie.com

INSIDER

— Troy L. Smith
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‘SONS OF ANARCHY’
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AWKWARD FAMILY PHOTOS

We’ve all been there. You go to a friend’s house,
they seem completely normal. And then you see
it, there, on the mantel, the photo of your friend’s
family stylized to look like a brothel in some Old West
town. It’s so wrong, so creepy and just … awkward. But
you can’t look away. Welcome to Awkward Family
Photos, a blog dedicated entirely to pictures just like
this. The founders took a look at the bizarre pictures in
their family albums and realized that there must be
others like them all over the world. And boy, were they
right. Awkwardfamilyphotos.com is a collection of some
of the most bizarre family photos ever taken. Flipping
through its pages will undoubtedly make you think …
they paid someone for that?

2

JUSTIN LONG

It wasn’t too long ago that Justin Long was ﬁlling generic roles in ﬁlms like Jeepers Creepers, Dodgeball and Crossroads (yes, that crapfest starring
Britney Spears). Now the 32-year-old actor gets his
ﬁrst serious shot as a leading man in the
romantic comedy Going the Distance, opposite on-again, off-again girlfriend Drew Barrymore. At ﬁrst thought, it’s hard to imagine
Long as the heartthrob type. But his performances in ﬁlms like Live Free or Die Hard and
Drag Me to Hell show versatility. Long may
just be awkward and endearing enough to
win your heart. Going the Distance opens Sept. 3.
— Troy L. Smith

Warner Bros. Pictures

— Sara J. Hickman-Himes
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‘LOVE AND OTHER DRUGS’

Now that Jake Gyllenhaal has gotten the actionhero bug out of his system (Prince of Persia was
kind of lame), he’s appears to be back in ﬁne
acting and decision-making form. The trailer for his upcoming ﬁlm, Love and Other Drugs (out this November),
recently hit the Web. Gyllenhaal plays a pharmaceuticals
rep on the fast track to a shallow, lucrative
lifestyle when he falls in love with a woman
(Anne Hathaway) who doesn’t cater to his
6 B.S. There have been a lot of romantic
comedies this year (many of them awful), but few boast a duo like Gyllenhaal
and Hathaway, who also played love
interests in Brokeback Mountain. That
ﬁlm won them both rave reviews. And
judging by the trailer to Love and Other
Drugs, they’ve still got the magic.
INSIDER

DEADMAU5

MTV is certainly
looking to capitalize
on the resurgence of
the Video Music Awards (made
possible by ’09 performers
Lady Gaga, Beyonce and Jay-Z
— and the Kanye West-Taylor
Swift incident). On top of lining
up talent like Drake and West for
this year’s ceremony (Sept. 12),
MTV is bringing in Canadian party
starter Joel Zimmerman, aka Deadmau5 (pronounced Dead Mouse), as
house DJ. Easily one of, if not the hottest DJs in the world right now, Deadmau5’s progressive-house mixes pack
stadiums around the globe. And when
you’re that good, why bother revealing
your actual face? Deadmau5 often performs wearing a costume mouse head.
Mickey Mouse ain’t got
shit on him. Check out
www.myspace.com/
deadmau5

www.awkwardfamilyphotos.com

— Troy L. Smith

— Troy L.
Smith

AUGUST 27, 2010

AP Photo/Chris Pizzello
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SAVE THE WORDS

rochester.metromix.com

In a world increasingly ﬁlled with lolspeak, rampant misspellings and blatant
neutering of the English language, the
folks at the Oxford Dictionary have taken it upon
themselves to ﬁnd caretakers for those words
falling out of everyday use. Save the Words lets
would-be adoptive parents check out all those
words up for adoption, ﬁnd the one that’s right for
them and sign up to become a caretaker. I adopted
snollygoster: One, especially a politician, who is
guided by personal advantage rather than by
consistent, respectable principles. I ﬁgure it’ll come
in handy during election season. Find your own
word at www.savethewords.org
— Sara J. Hickman-Himes

www.savethewords.org

www.ultrarecords.com
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WORLD SERIES OF POKER
MAIN EVENT

3

The R&B scene is getting pretty crowded. Mike Posner
— the smooth voice behind the hit “Cooler than Me” —
is just the latest in a long line of young crooners to have
success on the charts. He joins the likes of Jason Derulo, Taio
Cruz and whoever sings that “Replay” song. But Posner seems to
have the goods. And the fact that his record label sent him out on
Warped Tour this summer shows that they believe in his crossover appeal. Posner’s debut album, 31 Minutes to Takeoff, hits
stores Tuesday, Aug. 10, and, having heard it, I can tell you that
there are already ﬁve songs I like more than “Cooler than Me.”
Hear more at www.myspace.com/mikeposner

One-woman band Erica Quitzow is an
electro-pop musician who uses everything from a cello to a Moog synthesizer to make her unique sound. Quitzow’s
latest single, “Whatever,” from her album Juice
Water is a quirky send-up of the “me” generation that is anything but politically correct. With
lyrics like skip lunch and go to
the strip bar/eat LSD/watch
bad TV/get a sex change for
variety set to a raucous, raw
electro soundtrack, “Whatever” is easily the indie
crowd’s late-summer
anthem. Check out the
single and ﬁnd out
more about Quitzow at
www.myspace.com/
quitzow

— Troy L. Smith

‘TALKING TO GIRLS ABOUT DURAN DURAN’

Rob Shefﬁeld is one of the best music journalists around
(I read his stuff in Rolling Stone every month). So it’s not
surprising he’d write some of the best books about
music. In his latest, Talking to Girls About Duran Duran, Shefﬁeld
takes a look back at the songs that shaped the most important
decade of his life — the 1980s. He remembers “Little Red Corvette” as his “get-in-the-zone song” and “My Prerogative” as the
song that made him feel invincible. As Shefﬁeld tells it: “If the
night ends up in the back of a cop car, it makes an excellent
soundtrack to kicking out the windows, because that’s what
Bobby (Brown) would do.” ($15.57 at www.amazon.com)
— Troy L. Smith

‘WHATEVER’

— Sara J.
Hickman-Himes
www.amazon.com

— Troy L. Smith
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At some point in the early 2000s,
poker became must-see television.
Maybe it was about
ESPN using
cameras that
allowed
viewers to see
players’
cards. Or
maybe it was
about a guy
with the last
m
.co
name Moneymak.go
n
p
es
er proving that anyone could win poker’s biggest crown in
2003. Poker’s popularity has reached a
point where ESPN will air 27 episodes of
this year’s World Series of Poker Main
Event starting Tuesday, Aug. 10. Watch the
ratings soar as dreams shatter and some
nobody walks away with nearly $9 million.
For more, check out espn.go.com/poker
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MIKE POSNER

www.girlieaction.com

Chris Graythen/Getty Images for
Discovery Communications LLC

— Sara J. Hickman-Himes

AUGUST 6, 2010

If society fell
apart — would
you? That’s the
question Discovery Channel’s reality series The Colony poses. The show is a
social experiment that simulates life in a post-apocalyptic
world. This season’s setup:
Seven volunteers are dropped
into a wasteland on the outskirts
of New Orleans and charged with
surviving and rebuilding after a
virus dubbed the “Nuclear Flu” has
wiped out most of humanity. Unlike
most reality television shows, The
Colony is not a contest and none of
the people featured on it are paid to
be there. While some off-camera
experts offer advice when health or
safety is a concern, the survivors are
almost entirely alone while they are
put through grueling paces, including
fending off attacks by marauders. The
show airs on Tuesdays at 10 p.m.;
Season 2 started on July 31, but you
can catch up on missed episodes and
ﬁnd out more about the series at
dsc.discovery.com

INSIDER
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I’m guessing that the
planning for the third
installment in the Step Up
franchise went something like
this: Let’s get a Channing
Tatum knockoff, some hot
dancers, and a kickass soundtrack and watch the box ofﬁce
dollars roll in. You’ll have to
wait ’til Aug. 6 to judge the
ﬁlm, but the soundtrack (due
www.amazon.com
out July 27) does its part.
Tracks from Flo Rida (“Club Can’t Handle Me”) and T-Pain (“My Own
Step”) should have dance ﬂoors crowded for the rest of the summer.
And the soundtrack’s sentimental moment comes from of Trey
Songz’s “Already Taken,” which ﬁnds the young star continuing his
strong run of smooth R&B jams. ($12.99 at www.amazon.com)

www.sephora.com

1

‘STEP UP 3D’
SOUNDTRACK

2

NAKED PALETTE

Urban Decay Cosmetics just released this eye shadow palette at
Sephora stores and online at www.sephora.com. The palette features 12 neutral eye shadows that, while maintaining the distinctly
urban feel of the brand, also look great on just about everyone. From light,
bronze-y shades to Urban Decay’s signature gunmetal gray, the 12 shades
allow the wearer to go from day to night to late-night with just one slim
compact. The palette is $44 and comes with eyeliner and a travel size of
Urban Decay’s pre-eye shadow Primer Potion.

— Troy L. Smith
— Sara J. Hickman-Himes
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EMMY NOMINATIONS

When they announced the nominations for this year’s Emmys, there
were bound to be gripes. However, it
appears that this year, more than others in recent
memory, they got it right. Newer critically acclaimed shows like Modern Family, Glee and The
Good Wife picked up multiple nods, while Friday Night
Lights ﬁnally got its due, landing two acting nominations for leads Connie Britton and Kyle Chandler. It
also appears that Lost may take its ﬁnal bow at the
awards ceremony — being broadcast live at 8 p.m.
Sunday, Aug. 29, on NBC — having landed multiple
nominations, including a long overdue one for
lead actor Matthew Fox. See the full list of
nominees at www.emmys.tv

aplusrstore.com

3

WASARA BIODEGRADABLE
TABLEWARE

For years, America’s greening
trend hadn’t extended to the
summer pastime of picnicking. But now,
Wasara Biodegradable Tableware brings
great design and functionality to outdoor
eating. Its one-use plates and cups are
made from fully biodegradable and compostable 100 percent tree-free renewable
materials, including reed pulp, bamboo
and sugar cane ﬁber. The gorgeous wave
patterns and art nouveau feel of the tableware makes it even more desirable and
appropriate for even the classiest of outdoor affairs. The cups and plates can be
used with hot and cold foods and are
resistant to oil and water for a sturdier feel 5
than most single-use tableware. The line is
available at aplusrstore.com and runs
between $9 for 12 small plates and $14 for
eight trays.
— Sara J. Hickman-Himes

— Troy L. Smith
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MIAMI THRICE

— Troy L. Smith

rochester.metromix.com

You have to wonder what
was going through LeBron
James’ mind. On the one
hand, when he announced his
decision to sign with the Miami
Heat, he shattered the dreams of the
entire city of Cleveland. On the other
hand, by joining fellow superstars
Dwayne Wade and Chris Bosh, he’s
created a mini dream team. The trio
has shifted the entire landscape of
basketball. Will it all end in championships? Maybe. At the very least, it
has non-basketball fans paying
attention to the NBA, right in the
middle of baseball season.
AP Photo/J.Pat Carter
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— Sara J. Hickman-Himes
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Have you ever wondered what Jesus
would wear to a rap battle? Or to the
country club? Or even just lounging
around in the clouds? Well, wonder no more.
The Unemployed Philosophers Guild offers up
a magnetic Jesus dress-up doll. The doll
comes with enough outﬁt options to make
Carrie Bradshaw jealous. From track suits to
shorts to tie-dyed shirts — and of course, a
cross to bear — this Jesus comes ready to
carry his message anywhere he needs to
($14.95 at www.philosophersguild.com).

www.phi

losophe

rsguild.c

om

— Sara J. Hickman-Himes

DAVID BUCKINGHAM

Los-Angeles based artist David
Buckingham uses found scrap
metal to create his colorful,
large-scale art. Buckingham tears apart
his found metal and welds it back together to form letters and shapes. Some
of his most popular and blogged-about
works are movie quotes and song lyrics
from “Faster Pussycat! Kill, Kill!” to
“Charlie Don’t surf.” Other pieces comment on everything from violence to
Botox to his thoughts on the California
penal code. And some share
phrases that would make even
George Carlin blush. To ﬁnd out
more about Buckingham and his
work, check out www.bucking
6 hamstudio.com

rochester.metromix.com
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WHAT WOULD JESUS WEAR?

‘PSYCH’

Chock-full of quirky
’80s references,
pineapples and the
slapstick humor missing
from most comedies these
days, the summer premiere
of Psych’s 5th season is a
breath of fresh air in a stale
television lineup. James Roday
is back as Shawn Spencer, a
“psychic” crime consultant for
the Santa Barbara Police Department who drags his best friend
and reluctant business partner,
Burton Guster (Dule Hill), around
the city solving crimes with his
impressive powers of observation
and deduction. Catch Psych
Wednesdays at 10 p.m. on USA.

KANYE’S RETURN

After an opening performance that rocked the house
Associated
at the otherwise bland 2010
Press ﬁle
photo
2007
BET Awards, there’s no denying
Kanye West’s power. Yes, we
still remember the whole
Taylor Swift VMA incident.
But West has proved time
and again that his music
speaks louder than his
actions. He’s been a bit of
a d-bag (at least publically)
since his ﬁrst hit single.
However, when you’re putting
out a run of classic material not
seen since Jay-Z was in his
prime, people tend to overlook character ﬂaws. West’s
upcoming album, Good Ass Job (due in September), is
one of the year’s most anticipated, and its lead single,
“Power,” is up there with anything released from any
artist this year.
— Troy L. Smith
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‘JERSEY SHORE 2’ TRAILER

MTV knows that the key to milking
Jersey Shore’s tan juice for all it’s
worth lies in keeping the cast together. Sure, they could have gone out and
gotten all new kids, but isn’t that why The Real
World sucks these days? The trailer for the
second season of Jersey Shore ﬁnds Snooki,
Ronnie, The Situation and company heading to
Miami. The location doesn’t matter, but the
drama does. Snooki is exchanging blows
with Season 1 reject Angelina, while
JWoww and Sammi appear to be
smacking each other around over
Ronnie. And just when you think
it can’t get any better, The
Situation ﬁnds himself in a
hot tub with “Ahhhh, grenades!” Season 2 premieres Thursday, July 29.
Watch the trailer at
www.mtv.com
— Troy L. Smith

— Sara J. Hickman-Himes

Matthias Clamer
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‘KATHY GRIFFIN: MY LIFE ON THE D-LIST’

The polarizing self-proclaimed D-lister is back on Bravo.
This season she’s tackling a guest role on Law & Order:
SVU, judging a toddler beauty pageant with her mom
and stomping in D.C. for a repeal of “don’t ask, don’t tell”.
While Grifﬁn seems to be working her way up to A-list, she’s
still a D-lister at heart, taking any gig she can get and stalking A-listers like Liza Minnelli and Kristen Chenoweth.
Along for the ride are Grifﬁn’s long-suffering
assistants, Tiffany Rinehart and Tom Vize, as
well as everyone’s favorite tippler, Kathy’s
mom, Maggie “Tip It” Grifﬁn. Check out the
new season at 10 p.m. Tuesdays on Bravo.
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— Sara J. Hickman-Himes

‘NEVER LET ME GO’
TRAILER

Two minutes and 25 seconds is
all it takes for Never Let Me Go
to leave you with a lump in your throat.
If you don’t want to know the movie’s
major plot twist, stop reading now.
The ﬁlm is about a love triangle
involving young Brits — played by
Keira Knightley, Carey Mulligan
and Andrew Garﬁeld — who were
created as clones solely to be
organ donors for human beings.
Their life span is short, and once
they realize it, the gut-wrenching
angst arrives. The ﬁlm is based on
the critically acclaimed book of the
same name by Kazuo Ishiguro. You can
watch the trailer on YouTube.
— Troy L. Smith

New York’s historic Park Avenue Armory
was the setting for an intimate concert
where Tori Amos played to 100 fans. The Artists Den,
which showcases emerging and established artists
at unique venues around
the world, is releasing a DVD
of Amos’ performance.
Included on the track list are
fan favorites “China” and
“Girl,” as well as the rare
“Ruby Through the Looking
Glass,” which Amos opened
the show with. The DVD is due
out July 13 but is available on
pre-order exclusively at www.
barnesandnoble.com for $19.99.
www.barnesandnoble.com

— Sara J. Hickman-Himes
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TV Land, the rerun rehasher, has pulled out
all the stops with its ﬁrst original series,
Hot in Cleveland. It brings the whitehot Betty White and three veteran sitcom
actresses, Jane Leeves, Wendie Malick and
Valerie Bertinelli, on board. The show
follows the lives of three L.A. women
(Leeves, Malick and Bertinelli) whose
plane makes an emergency landing in
Cleveland. After realizing that, unlike in
L.A., where they’re all 10 years too old and
10 pounds too heavy, they’re considered hot
in Cleveland and decide to stay. They
rent an old Victorian house and
inherit its caretaker, the wonderfully
cantankerous White. While the
formula is nothing new, the show
is laugh-out-loud funny. Hot in
Cleveland airs at 10 p.m.
Wednesdays.

JUNE 25, 2010
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‘TORI AMOS LIVE FROM THE
ARTISTS DEN’

5

‘HOT IN CLEVELAND’

— Sara J. Hickman-Himes
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— Troy L. Smith

Fox Searchlight Pictures

On M.I.A.’s new release,
Maya (stylized in computer type as /\/\ /\ Y
/\), you’ll hear gun shots, planes
taking off, car engines and a variety
of other unidentiﬁable sounds. It’s a
schizophrenic mess — one you’ll
immerse yourself in. On this, her third
album,
M.I.A. is
pissed off
at a computer-driven
world that’s helped
generate her fame. It’s
a contradiction, but it’s
thrilling to hear. The
production on Maya
sounds as if someone
www.amazon.com were banging away on
a computer keyboard. It’s mass noise-confusion
aimed at a speciﬁc purpose — musical bliss. Maya
ofﬁcially hits stores July 13.

Mi
ke
Ru
iz
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‘MAYA’

1
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‘LAZARUS’

After a Gym Class Heroes album that’s best moments
were hard-hitting and serious, it’s good to see Travis
McCoy (or Travie McCoy, as he’s going by) being
lighthearted on his new solo album, Lazarus. Musically, he’s
not breaking any new ground, but the 10 tracks on his solo
debut are ideal for the summer. The songs range from piano-driven childhood anthems (“Akidagain”) and funny
metaphors (“Dr. Feel Good,” featuring Cee-Lo Green) to
catchy love tracks (“Need You”). More importantly, McCoy
seems to be out of his dark funk, following his breakup
with pop star Katy Perry. Here’s hoping the next Gym
Class Heroes album, due next year, follows suit.

Things
we like

— Troy L. Smith

2

www.amazon.com

ERICA WEINER JEWELRY

For the fashionista always on the lookout for
the new and different, artist Erica Weiner is a
must-see designer. As an antidote to those
over-the-top pretty, girly necklaces ﬂooding the accessory market, Weiner adds a touch of the macabre to
make her necklace collection stand out. With everything from gold-plated mouse pelvic bones, snake
vertebrae and hummingbird skulls to realistic charms
of bees and grasshoppers, Weiner’s collection is like
wearing a trip to the natural history museum. If you
want to be even edgier, try Weiner’s working pen knife
necklace — just don’t wear it to the airport. The
pieces range from $30 to $90. Check out more of her
designs at ericaweiner.com, or stop into Thread at
654 South Ave.

www.ericaweiner.com

— Sara J. Hickman-Himes
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During the second verse of
“Won’t Back Down,” a track from
Eminem’s superb new album,
Recovery (due out June 22), the rapper
makes a clever play on words: I gave Bruce
Wayne a Valium and said, settle your f****n
ass down, I’m ready for combat, man. Then
he does something uncharacteristic. He
checks for approval, following with Get it
— calm Batman? The old Eminem would
never have to check and see if we understood his wordplay. But after last year’s
so-so album, Relapse, Em’s conﬁdence may be shaken. It shouldn’t be.
“Won’t Back Down,” which features
Pink on the hook, is pure ﬁre, as is
his entire new album. So yeah, Em,
we get it. Now let’s get some more
of it.

rochester.metromix.com

Ralph Macchio has a problem.
No one in Hollywood will hire
him. At least that’s the premise
of this Funny or Die video, in which the
original Karate Kid tries to destroy his
reputation as a nice, regular guy (boxofﬁce poison) in hopes of resurrecting
his acting career. “They want alcoholics.
They want drug addicts. You’re none of
those,” his dejected manager tells
him. So the baby-faced 48-year-old
www.funnyordie.com
tries to work himself into a Colin
Farrell-esque frenzy and screams at paparazzi (actually, mannequins he’s outﬁtted with
cameras and TMZ T-shirts) to stop taking his picture, already! Hilarious. And good to
see Ponyboy again. Although if you call him Ponyboy, he might just give you heck. Go to
www.funnyordie.com
— Marcia Greenwood
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— Troy L. Smith
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‘WAX ON, **** OFF’

Associated
Press ﬁl
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‘WON’T BACK DOWN’

THE RETURN OF HGTV’S ‘DESIGN STAR’

Vern Yip seems sooooo nice on Deserving Design, the
HGTV show where he surprises an inspirational person
with a brand new living room, bedroom, whatever — all
while ﬂashing a million-dollar smile. So it’s a little jarring, yet also
refreshing, to watch him on Design Star, where he scrutinizes the
interior design work of some HGTV show-host wannabe and
barks, “What kind of princess lives in this room? The princess
from the kingdom of No Imagination?” — all while remaining
stone-faced. If you love interior design and major, major drama,
tune in for Season 5, airing at 10 p.m. Sundays.
www.hgtv.com

— Marcia Greenwood

Tim Burton’s fantastical twist on Alice has
fans everywhere gearing up for its video
release.
With
Burton
favorite
Johnny
Depp once
again
taking
center
stage —
here as the
Mad Hatter — and
newcomer
Mia
Wasikowska’s
spirited
www.amazon.com
turn as
the title character, the ﬁlm is sure to join other
Burton classics on the shelves of fans everywhere. But really, the best part of the Blu-ray is
sure to be the special feature on The Mad Hatter’s Futterwacken Dance. That alone should be
worth the purchase price ($19.99). The Blu-ray is
set for release on June 1; pre-order a copy at
www.amazon.com

The thought of Jake Gyllenhaal as an action hero
is hard to swallow. But the 29-year-old actor, who
had his breakthrough in 2001 with Donnie Darko,
has built up enough cred to do whatever he
wants. Since 2005, he’s turned in strong performances in
such movies as Brokeback Mountain, Jarhead, Zodiac and
Brothers. So if he wants to play a video-game character,
then right on. He’s certainly picked an awesome game in
Prince of Persia: The Sands of Time, which won Game of
the Year at IGN.com in 2003. The ﬁlm adaptation will
hinge on Gyllenhaal’s ability to swing daggers and do back
ﬂips. He pulled off the gay cowboy thing in Brokeback. This should be a piece of cake.
— Troy L. Smith
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VUZIX WRAP 920
We’ve all been there — trapped on a long ﬂight with a
C-list movie playing on a tiny TV screen, a screaming
child in the row next to you, and a passenger in front of
you who thinks your legroom is rightfully his. Well,
Vuzix has made it easy (though, at around $350, not
cheap) to escape all that. Its newest sunglass-style
eyewear with noise-isolating headphones hooks
up to an MP3 video player and plays both 2D
and 3D videos on a virtual 67-inch screen. So
whether you’re squished into subcompact
seating at 35,000 feet or just hanging out, you
can watch whatever you want, whenever you
want. For more, go to www.vuzix.com
— Sara J. Hickman-Himes

— Sara J. Hickman-Himes
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RAMPAGE VS. EVANS

The UFC is billing it as the biggest
grudge match in the ﬁghting promotion’s history. Anyone who watched
Quinton “Rampage” Jackson and Rashad
Evans go at it on Season 10 of Spike TV’s
The Ultimate Fighter would agree. Now
Rampage and Evans will square off on
Saturday, May 29, at UFC 114, live on
pay-per-view. The ﬁght had to be postponed while Jackson worked on The
A-Team movie, in which he plays B.A.
Baracus. If Rampage is able to return to
form after a long layoff, his heavy hands
have to be the favored. If not, expect an
unpredictable slugfest. For more, go
to www.ufc.com

‘F**K A MIXTAPE’

T.I.’s new mixtape (titled F**k a Mixtape)
reveals the hostility that built up inside the
self-proclaimed “King of the South” during his
nine-month prison stint. More importantly, the mixtape
showcases the lyrical passion he’s returned with. On “Welcome Back to the Trap,” he rhymes, I’m back on my hustle
with an immaculate shine. T.I.’s upcoming album, King Uncaged (due out Aug. 17), is one of the most anticipated albums of the year and features a lead single — “I’m Back”—
that’s absolute ﬁre. It’s the most high-proﬁle release from a
rapper fresh out of prison since Tupac Shakur in 1996. Pac
returned from that situation with his biggest album, All Eyez
On Me. Let’s see what T.I.’s got. For
the latest on T.I., go to www.trap
muzik.com

— Troy L. Smith
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‘ALICE IN WONDERLAND’
ON BLU-RAY

‘PRINCE OF PERSIA: SANDS OF TIME’

MAY 28, 2010
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I’ve been thinking about upgrading my
ancient ﬂip phone (my friends call it the
Zack Morris phone), and the new
BlackBerry Pearl 9100 3G looks like the best
reason to do it. The phone — which tech
geeks are calling “The Porsche of BlackBerries” — comes with a high-resolution
screen, a 3.2-megapixel camera with
autofocus (perfect for pictures and
video), 256 mega bites of
memory and GPS support.
Sounds like the perfect
device for multitasking
or just making you
look important. It’ll
be released sometime in May and
is expected to
retail at around
$449, not taking
into account
discounts for
cell-phone
contracts. For
more, check out
worldwide.black
berry.com

y.com
www.blackberr

1

BLACKBERRY PEARL 9100 3G
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— Troy L. Smith
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PRESCHOOLERS REENACTING ‘THE HILLS’

www.babelgum.com

MTV’s most successful series took a dark and
disturbing turn during its sixth season premiere
when a nipped-and-tucked Heidi revealed her new
frozen face to her mom, and her mom reacted by saying it
was “very weird” and would “take some getting used to.”
Thankfully, a Babelgum video came along
to remind us of what The Hills
once was and always
should be — mindless,
voyeuristic fun. In it,
little kids play the
parts of Heidi, Audrina, Kristin, Spencer, Brody and Justin and deliver such
lines as, “Oh my god. I, like, love having lunch here.” Never mind that
some of the tots read directly off of scripts. They’re every bit as convincing as the real Hills cast members. Check out their work at
www.babelgum.com
— Marcia Greenwood

4

‘DEADLIEST WARRIOR’

Admit it. You’ve always wondered who would win a historical showdown between the outlaw Jesse James and
mob kingpin Al
Capone. Now you can ﬁnd
out. Spike’s popular series
Deadliest Warrior has just
entered its second season. The
www.spike.com
show pits warriors from the past and
their weapons against each other in faux battles to see who would win.
And there’s actually a science to it. The scientists/hosts test the weapons to determine their killing capabilities, and then enter the data
into a computer program that simulates a battle 1,000 times. On
tap for the remainder of this season: the Nazi SS vs. the Viet
Cong, the Navy Seals vs. Israeli Commandos and more. Deadliest Warrior airs Tuesdays at 10 p.m.
— Troy L. Smith

rochester.metromix.com

M.I.A. certainly
sounds pissed
on the ﬁrst
released song from
her as-of-yet-untitled
third album, due out
June 29. “Born Free”
is a scathing punkrock anthem. Her
frustration may
be directed at
other artists
who have been
biting her style,
namely Lady
Gaga. In a recent interview with New York Magazine, M.I.A. called Gaga a
“good mimic,” claiming that
“Gaga is derivative of literally
everything that came before
her.” Those are harsh and
bold words. But M.I.A. has
the juice to back them up,
as “Born Free” proves; it’s
one of the most original
tracks that’s come out so
far this year. Hear it at
neetrecord ings.com/
BoooooornFREE
— Troy L. Smith
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‘BORN FREE’

KATZENJAMMER

Sounding like the bastard child of Bikini Kill, 4
Non-Blondes, Gogol Bordello and old-school
cabaret and Celtic folk singers, Katzenjammer is
set to take America by storm after making waves in
Europe. Le Pop is the debut album from the all-girl
pop group with powerhouse vocals and an insane
array of musical instruments, and the CD is simply
bizarre. But it’s bizarre in that way that spreads a
big, dumb, goofy grin across your face and is
extraordinarily catchy and memorable. Le Pop
was released in Norway (the group’s home
country) in 2008 and has slowly spread elsewhere around the world. It’s ﬁnally coming to America
on June 29. And the band itself will launch its ﬁrst U.S. tour
on June 23. In the meantime, check out some of Katzenjammer’s music at www.myspace.com/katzenjammerne

— Sara J. Hickman-Himes
Mathias Fossum
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‘APOLOGIES OF THE WEEK’

www.harryshearer.com/photos/

Not really buying it when, in a televised
“press conference” months after the
fact, Tiger Woods says, “For all that I
have done, I am so sorry”? Neither is Harry
Shearer, which is why the comedian’s nationally syndicated radio program of news satire,
Le Show, includes a segment called “Apologies of the Week.” In it, Shearer reads
statements of remorse from sports ﬁgures,
celebs, politicians, etc., and uses ironic
inﬂections and snarky little asides to underscore their complete lack of sincerity.
Awesome. Le Show airs at 11 p.m. Sundays on
WXXI-AM (1370). Or listen online at www.harry
shearer.com/news/le_show/
— Marcia Greenwood
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‘SHUTTERBUG’

— Troy L. Smith

Associated Press ﬁle photo 2003

Paramount Pictures

Big Boi’s often-delayed solo
album, Sir Luscious Left Foot:
The Son of Chico Dusty, is appearing to be worth the wait. First, the
Atlanta rapper (one half of Outkast)
dropped the swaggeriﬁc “Shine Blockas”
last year. Now he gives us “Shutterbug,” a
ground-thumping anthem whose clever
wordplay (I keep it playa while others just
play it safe) rivals that of Andre 3000, Big
Boi’s witty Outkast partner.
But while Andre pursues
whatever the heck he’s
pursuing right now,
Big Boi continues to
deliver high-caliber
material that’s quickly
making Sir Luscious Left Foot
one of the most
anticipated
albums of this
summer.
Listen to
“Shutterbug”
at www.my
space.com/
bigboi

Fresh from being voted off
of RuPaul’s Drag Race on
Logo, local drag superstar Pandora
Boxx is bringing her murdermystery comedy back to town
at Geva’s Nextstage. Lipstick
Massacre revolves around the
town of Flushing Hallow and its
famed commercial star,
Daphne Von Hausenpfeffer (Pandora Boxx),
whose career is
fading faster
than last
night’s drag
makeup.
Suddenly,
everyone
standing
in Daphne’s
way starts to
turn up dead,
and she becomes the prime
suspect. But this
wacky production
with a narcoleptic, a
psychic and an angry
tap dancer has three
different endings —
the audience is in
control of discov- 5
ering the guilty
party — and
anything is possible. The show also
runs from May 27
through June 12.
Tickets are $20
and available at
www.gevatheatre
center.org
— Sara J.
Hickman-Himes
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‘DINNER FOR SCHMUCKS’ TRAILER

Steve Carell is funny. Paul Rudd is funny. Throw in
director Jay Roach, the mastermind behind the
Austin Powers franchise and Meet the Parents
(We’ll let Meet the Fockers slide), and there should be
plenty of funny to go around in Dinner for Schmucks. The
ﬁlm (which hits theaters in July), stars Rudd as a man
who can work his way up the corporate ladder by
bringing his new geek friend (Carell) to a business
dinner where Rudd and co-workers make fun of their
nerdy guests. The trailer shows Carell in the suitable
role as a goofy sidekick and a potentially hilarious
cameo from The Hangover’s Zach Galiﬁanakis.
Watch the trailer at www.dinnerforschmucks.com
— Troy L. Smith

INSIDER

With picture-perfect cake shows popping up on every cable network
(giving us all inferiority complexes), it’s nice to know there’s still someplace to turn to remind yourself that beauty does not grace everything
that comes out of the oven. The point of this blog? Its tagline says it all: “When
professional cakes go horribly, hilariously wrong.” The site compiles pictures of
odd, ugly, misshapen and downright disturbing baked goods actually sold at
establishments all over the America, and then mocks them. Mercilessly. So the
next time your cake falls, take a second to breathe, then log on to cakewrecks
.blogspot.com to remind yourself that even if you are a failure in the kitchen, at
least you know how to spell kitchen.

‘LIPSTICK
MASSACRE’

Mathu Anderson
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‘APOLOGIES OF THE WEEK’

www.harryshearer.com/photos/

Not really buying it when, in a televised
“press conference” months after the
fact, Tiger Woods says, “For all that I
have done, I am so sorry”? Neither is Harry
Shearer, which is why the comedian’s nationally syndicated radio program of news satire,
Le Show, includes a segment called “Apologies of the Week.” In it, Shearer reads
statements of remorse from sports ﬁgures,
celebs, politicians, etc., and uses ironic
inﬂections and snarky little asides to underscore their complete lack of sincerity.
Awesome. Le Show airs at 11 p.m. Sundays on
WXXI-AM (1370). Or listen online at www.harry
shearer.com/news/le_show/
— Marcia Greenwood
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‘FLASH DELIRIUM,’ BY MGMT

The members of MGMT have insisted they don’t plan on releasing
any singles from their upcoming
sophomore album, Congratulations. So
we’ll call the album’s ﬁrst leaked track,
“Flash Delirium,” a teaser, until Congratulations’ April 13 release date. After all, it’s
not as if “Flash Delirium” will generate
www.amazon.com
much radio play anyway. The song has at
least a half-dozen sections of classic rock, soul, electronica and indie-rock
crammed into about four minutes. Yet, somehow it all works. Think The Beatles
circa Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band. And yes, “Flash Delirium” is on that
level. Download it at MGMT’s Web site, www.whoismgmt.com

2

A HIPPER ‘DANCING WITH THE STARS’

I’ve never been a fan of Dancing with the Stars.
Something about a dance show that crowned
Donny Osmond a winner never appealed to me.
However, the upcoming season has got my attention. The
list of celebrities includes loud-mouthed NFL wide receiver Chad Ochocinco, Pussycat Dolls frontwoman
Nicole Scherzinger (right), mom of multiples Kate Gosselin and blonde bombshell Pamela Anderson. OK, so
maybe I’m into this season because I’m a guy. Either way,
this is probably the show’s strongest cast. The new season
premieres at 8 p.m. Monday, March 22. For more, check
out abc.go.com/shows/dancing-with-the-stars
— Troy L. Smith

— Troy L. Smith

3

MARIE
VERLINDE

Crocus Clay Works
studio, in Rochester’s Hungerford Building,
is a haven of sorts for local
ceramics artists. The work is
as diverse as it is beautiful.
Marie Verlinde, one of the
studio’s artists, focuses on
making functional pottery with
www.marieverlinde.com
clean lines and myriad color
combinations. Her approach to
glazing is what makes her
pieces strikingly different. Much of her work consists of color blocking
and pairing unlikely colors into combinations that are at once eyecatching and promote further inspection. The Hungerford Building is at
1115 E. Main St. To ﬁnd out more about Verlinde, check out her Web site,
www.marieverlinde.com, or e-mail her at MarieCeramics@yahoo.com
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Aubrey “Drake” Graham has
some weight on his shoulders. His upcoming debut
album, Thank Me Later, is the
most hyped hip-hop release since
Lil Wayne’s Tha Carter 3. Yet,
Drake’s talent offers hope that he may
just live up to expectations. On his
new single “Over,” Drake drops
lines like “So I’m riding through
the city with my high beams on/
Can you see me? Can you see me?
Get your Visine on” over a fantastic
drumbeat. The 23-year-old Toronto native’s ability to mix clever
wordplay with radio-friendly
hooks may just produce the ﬁrst
top-notch mainstream rap album
since Kanye West’s Graduation in
2007 (depending on how you felt
about Tha Carter 3). To hear
“Over,” go to Drake’s blog at
octobersveryown.blogspot.com

The Associated Press

Summit
Entertainment

I admit it: I read the Twilight
series … all of it … in about a
week. And Eclipse was hands down my
favorite installment. Fans can get their
ﬁrst glimpse of the ﬁlm version, due
out June 30, in the new Eclipse trailer.
The story focuses on the epic battle of
two factions — vampire and werewolf
— who are literally at each others
throats at times, but come together to
take care of protagonist Bella. The
short trailer (you can watch it at
www.twilightthemovie.com) doesn’t
reveal much about the ﬁlm, but my
favorite part so far? Dakota Fanning
reprises her role as Jane, an uber-creepy
Volturi. I’m willing to look past the often
over-the-top acting of the main players to
see Fanning in this role again. Fans have a
long wait in front of them, but as more
trailers are released, excitement will likely
once again reach a fever pitch.

‘OVER,’ BY DRAKE
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‘THE STIMULUS PACKAGE’

Philadelphia rapper Freeway broke into the mainstream in the early 2000s as part of the
Roc-A-Fella Records dynasty. But in the years that followed he got lost in the shufﬂe of
higher-proﬁle artists like Jay-Z, Kanye West and Cam’ron. Now, Freeway is looking for a new
lane with the help of some creative packaging for his new album, The Stimulus Package (due out
Tuesday, Feb. 16), with producer Jake One. The record comes in an oversized wallet, with liner notes
printed on fake money. The Stimulus Package features guest appearances by Beanie Sigel, Raekown, Bun B and others. Freeway appears to be at the top of his game as well, slowing down his
ﬂow and dropping heavy punch lines — I’m the emcee with the hammer that is too legit to quit …
For more, check out www.myspace.com/freeway

MIRANDA KERR

The 26-year-old model has an amazing pair of … dimples to go along with
a fantastic body. But that’s not the only
reason to take notice of the Australian beauty,
whom some are calling the next Elle Macpherson. Kerr was criticized for being shockingly thin in photos taken last October. However, lately she seems to be following a
healthier lifestyle, proving that thinner isn’t
better. Her petite, but more shapely and
toned, ﬁgure can be seen in current Victoria’s
Secret ad campaigns and on the pages of the
February issue of GQ covered by very (VERY)
little. Boyfriend Orlando Bloom should
thank his lucky stars. To check out
Kerr’s new skin care line, Kora, go
to www.kora skincare.com.au
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‘TOOL ACADEMY 3’

Now this is how you should
spend Valentine’s Day. After
all the lovey-dovey crap is
over, curl up on the couch and
ﬁnd out what true love is really
about via VH1’s Tool Academy
3. The third season of the
reality show featuring
relationship-challenged
“tools” enrolled in relationship boot camp premieres
www.vh1.com
at 9 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 14.
For the ﬁrst time the show will feature two female “toolettes,” one in
a same-sex relationship. Perhaps it’s the show’s way of keeping
things on an equal-opportunity level. Whatever the case, it’s likely
that, just like the tools, the toolettes will be willing to do just about
anything for love. Or should I say the grand prize of $100,000? Check
out a preview of the upcoming season at www.VH1.com

— Troy L. Smith

— Troy L. Smith
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Roger Ebert called it “The best mob
movie ever.” I call it the most quotable
movie I own. But no matter which way you slice
it, Goodfellas is a classic — and arguably legendary director Martin Scorsese’s best ﬁlm. I
know that many people who own Blu-ray players
are selective about the movies they buy because
of the price. But if Goodfellas 20th Anniversary
isn’t a must-have, I don’t know what is. With the
anniversary edition you get the most visually
appealing version of the feature-length ﬁlm yet,
with the timeless performances from Ray Liotta,
Robert De Niro and Joe Pesci, whose portrayal
of Tommy DeVito won him a Best Supporting
Actor Oscar. Bonuses include a making-of featurette and commentary from cast and crew. Also,
directors like Antoine Fuqua (Training Day) and
Frank Darabont (The Shawshank Redemption)
discuss how Goodfellas
has inﬂuenced
their work.
($29.99 at Best
Buy)
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‘REALISM’

When I heard the ﬁrst strains of “Papa
Was a Rodeo” back in 1999, I knew I was
in love with Stephin Merritt’s voice. So
much, in fact, that his quirky “The Book of Love”
was my wedding song. Since then, I’ve listened to
every Merrit-basedband release I
could get my hands
on. And while
2008’s Distortion
proved to be a hard
listen for many
fans, Realism, the
newest release
from Merritt’s most
well-known project,
The Magnetic
Nonesuch Records
Fields, offers a
return to the toned-down, stripped-down, faux-folk
rock of albums past. Album standout “Seduced and
Abandoned” is pure Merritt from his gender-bending politically incorrect lyrical days as he tells,
ﬁrsthand, the tale of a pregnant woman stood up at
the altar, set to a circus-like melody, complete with
tuba — Seduced and abandoned and baby makes
two, baby, abandoned by you. Seduced and abandoned and what can I do? I think I might drink a
few. … Realism was released on Jan. 26 on Nonesuch records. For more, go to www.nonesuch.com

— Troy L. Smith
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‘THE HURT LOCKER’ ON DVD

During the opening scene of The
Hurt Locker, a bomb goes off. And
over the course of two-plus hours,
it keeps exploding, ﬁguratively. That’s the
kind of power director Kathryn Bigelow
(who may become the ﬁrst woman ever
to win an Oscar for Best Director) packs
into her ﬁlm. Based on a script by embedded journalist Mark Boal, The Hurt
Locker succeeds where other Iraq war
ﬁlms (Stop Loss, The Kingdom) have
www.amazon.com
tried and failed. It puts you inside the
action, where you can feel the impact of every explosion. During a key
scene in which he must defuse a bomb strapped to an innocent civilian’s
chest, Jeremy Renner earns his stripes as one of Hollywood’s most
underrated actors and cements The Hurt Locker as
perhaps one of the best war ﬁlms ever made.
($19.99 DVD; $29.99 Blu-ray at Best Buy).
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‘CAKE BOSS’

As someone who only recently succumbed to the call of cable
television, I have to admit I was immediately taken by the reality
series Cake Boss on TLC. Starring Buddy Valastro, owner of
Carlo’s City Hall Bake Shop in Hoboken, N.J., the show is such an
odd mix of art, family and hilarity that it’s spellbinding. The shop
makes everything from standard bakery fare to stunningly
beautiful wedding cakes to such over-the-top creations as a
cake made to look just like a table spread with
spaghetti, hot dogs, chicken wings and
other foods used in competitive eating. But really,
the artistry is only a
side note to the
crazy antics of
Valastro’s staff
— especially
the big,
burly men
— and
family, who
make the show
one of the most
entertaining on
television. To ﬁnd out more about Cake
Boss, check out tlc.discovery.com/tv/
cake-boss/cake-boss.html
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Google’s addition to the smartphone world,
what it dubs a “superphone,” could amp up
competition for the ﬁeld’s current dominator, the Apple iPhone. The Nexus One uses a
similar technology to the recently released Motorola Droid, but it has some impressive extras,
including a mobile version of the company’s
Google Earth mapping service. The phone has
a 3.7-inch touch screen, takes 5-megapixel
still photos and video, and can cancel out
environmental noise (for when you need to
make a call from Grand Central Station).
Currently, the Google store is offering the
phone for $179 with T-Mobile service and
for $529 without it; the service plan costs
$80 per month and comes with 500 minutes
of talk time and unlimited data and text messaging.
Google ofﬁcials have said the phone will be supported by
Verizon in the spring. For demos and more information on the
Nexus One, check out www.google.com/phone
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Making hip,
comfortable
shoes and helping kids
in need? Those are the
goals behind TOMS
shoes. And for this
blustery season, its wrap
boots are a thing of
beauty. Inspired by Argentine polo footwear and
the colorful leg wraps used
on the horses, these boots
are unique and versatile. The
base is a simple slip-on, but
from the ankle up, the boot is
actually an
elastic band
(like a fashionable
interpretation of the
Ace bandage with a
Velcro closure). The
wearer can wrap the
remainder of the boot
any way she likes —
short, tall or even over
pant legs. And as if that
weren’t enough of a sell,
the boots are also veganfriendly, and for every
pair purchased, TOMS
gives a free pair of shoes
to a child in need. The
boots come in seven
colors and retail for $98.
For more, check out
www.tomsshoes.com

The second half of 2009 saw several no-name acts (Owl City, Jay Sean,
Jason DeRülo) reach the top of the Billboard Hot 100 chart. So it’s only
ﬁtting that 2010 begin with a hit from yet another newbie. Ke$ha, the
woman behind the chart-topping “Tik Tok,” might be the ﬁrst product of the Lady
Gaga effect, offering danceable, over-the-top pop that’s gimmicky-sounding but
lyrically brilliant. And while the song may be the ﬁrst big hit of 2010, it’s not the
22-year-old’s ﬁrst No. 1 experience. Last year, she sung the hook on Flo Rida’s
“Right Round” but didn’t get credit on the charts for it. There’s a chance that Ke$ha
may just be a one-hit-wonder, but who cares? Throw “Tik Tok” on a jukebox at any
local bar, and you’ll see all the best-looking girls in the place dance like crazy. Trust
me. To hear Ke$ha’s entire album, Animal, check out www.myspace.com/kesha
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